
Poll Question #5
What is the “x” variable in the basic formula for calibration?:
GPA    =     x

Land Rate

a. Fan air speed rate
b. Nozzle flow rate
c. Pesticide label rate
d. Pressure increase rate
e. Row width in feet



The Basic Formula-

GPA = Flow rate (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)



The Basic Formula-

GPA = Flow rate (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)

Estimated based on canopy size

Speed selected based on canopy, fan, and speed interaction.  
Speed (ft./min.)* Row width (ft.)= ft.2/min  converted to acres/min

SOLVE 
for it!



GPA (gal/acre) =         Flow rate-GPM (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)

How to use the basic calibration formula for spraying

200 gal/acre= x gal/min
.11 acre/min

X= 200 gal/acre * .11 acre/min= 22 gallons/minute 
(entire sprayer)



Choose nozzle positions, number of nozzles, based on 
canopy. Line up the sprayer adjacent to the canopy and 
turn on the air.



Choose nozzle positions and  number of nozzles, based on canopy. 
Say 16 nozzles per side:

22 GPM/32 nozzles=0.69 gpm per nozzle



Poll question #6
What type of nozzles do you use on your airblast 
sprayer?(choose all that apply)

a. disc and core
b. flat fan
c. air induction or low drift
d. “single piece” like TXR conejet
e. air shear (also sometimes referred to as venturi sprayer)



Disc-Core set up.  2 Nozzle choices combine for one flow rate.

DiscCore or “spinner plate”Nozzle body                         Nozzle strainer



“How to Pre-Empt a Significant Profit 
Drain: Nozzle Wear”. John Barber, 
Spraying Systems.

How often should nozzles be changed?



What does the nozzle contribute to our spray 
application?

1. FLOW RATE: Volume/Time (Gallons/Min)
Nozzle flow rate is directly proportional to application rate (Gallons/acre)

Want a larger spray volume? Increase the flow rate by either:
Increase nozzle size  (Larger droplets*)
Increase pressure (Smaller droplets)

2. DROPLET SIZE (COVERAGE/DRIFT)
* Except for VENTURI sprayers, where droplets are always fine.

Nozzle type and design, system pressure, and sprayer type all affect.  
Weather too!



www.teejet.com

Choose 
nozzles, based 
on flow rate 
and drop size, 
from catalog.

Say 16 nozzles per side:
22 GPM/32 nozzles=
0.69 gpm per nozzle



Pressure gauge: an 
essential component

• Make sure it is operating properly 
and is maintained, is easy to read, 
and has a range that makes sense 
for the sprayer. 



L.R. Wunderlich



Teejet.com

Say 16 nozzles per side:
22 GPM/32 nozzles=

0.69 gpm per nozzle



CONSIDER DRIFT THE OPPOSITE OF COVERAGE: 
DROPLET SIZE MATTERS! Droplet size is measured in MICRONS (um). 

1 um is about .00004 inches in diameter.



Temperature
Greater 

than 83°F

Caution or 

Don’t spray

% Relative 

Humidity

Less than 

40%

Caution or 

Don’t spray

Foliage wet 
from dew, 
rain, or fog

Don’t spray

WEATHER and Drift vs. Coverage: 
Smaller Droplets Can Evaporate Temp. and RH affect

INVERSION: DON’T SPRAY



The larger the number (D3-D16) the larger the exit hole, 
the greater the flow rate and droplet size.





This chart tells you something about spray “Quality” (DROPLET SIZE) 
TeeJet Catalog

Say 16 nozzles per side:
22 GPM/32 nozzles=

0.69 gpm per nozzle



Pneumatic sprayer, i.e. 
Low volume Venturi.

L.R. Wunderlich







Poll Question #7 (choose all that are correct)

Droplet size depends on:
a.Sprayer type
b.The number of nozzles used
c. Temperature
d. Pressure
e. Nozzle type and design
f. Relative humidity



Poll Question #8

Increasing the system pressure
a. Increases the flow rate and increases the droplet size
b. Decreases the flow rate and decreases the droplet size
c. Decreases the flow rate and increases the droplet size
d. Increases the flow rate and decreases the droplet size



Verifying Nozzle Flow Rate: Bucket Method



Fill the tank 
with clean 
water. Park on 
level ground.



Fill tank to known spot

Bring up to 540 RPM, 
spray out while noting 
pressure and time

Refill noting volume





Verifying Flow Rate: Single Nozzles

Requires an adapter that fits over the nozzle 
without impeding flow.  Can be home made or 
purchased.









GPA (gal/acre) =         Flow rate-GPM (gal/min)
Land rate (ac/min)

How to use the basic calibration formula for spraying

Steps:
Calculate and verify final GPA.
Actual flow rates of 32 nozzles measured (at 100 psi): 
10@ 0.67, 12@ 0.65, 6 @0.69, 1@ 0.61, 3@0.66= 

21.23 GPM ACTUAL Flow rate

21.2 GPM/.11 acres/min= 193   ACTUAL GPA 



Poll Question #9
Why might the nozzle flow rate be different when measured than 
compared to the manufacturer’s catalog?
a. The nozzle could be worn
b. The pressure may be different
c. The new nozzle could have slight defects
d. The filters could be clogged



Use 
Water 
Sensitive 
Paper to 
Check



Poll Question #10
What is land rate?

a. Tractor speed
b. How many square feet in an acre
c. Tractor speed divided by the nozzle flow rate
d. Tractor speed multiplied by the crop row width



ONLINE COURSE COMING SOON!!



Thanks!
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